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Staying at home with Roger

The current COVID-19 outbreak brings about many

challenges for a lot of families. Roger   technology

can help parents and children with hearing loss to

facilitate daily life.

For children, making sure they stay active is crucial for their well-

being. Regardless whether it is indoor or outdoor activities, there

are plenty of fun ways to keep moving, but it can be a challenge

when there is distance. Hanging your Roger microphone around

the neck will help, because the clear signal is sent across the room

or garden directly to your child's hearing aids.

Make exercises

To beat the boredom playing a game with the whole family can

be great, but sitting around a table with multiple people talking

at the same time can bring listening fatigue. Placing your

Roger microphone on the table helps, as it picks up speech

signals automatically switches from one talker to another. 

Play games

Letting children speak to their friends or grandparents on video

calls helps to stay connected. By connecting your Roger

microphone via bluetooth to the phone, computer or tablet

your children get a clear signal directly to their hearing aids

while background noise is reduced.

Make video calls

Trying a new recipe or making dinner as a family is a nice way to

involve everybody in the daily activities, but not always facing

children when they are speaking can make it complicated to

understand. Hanging your Roger microphone around the neck will

help your child will hear you even if you are not facing each other.

Cook with your children

To continue children's education seamlessly during this time,

connect your Roger microphone to a computer or tablet. It

provides optimized sound quality because it helps reduce

background noise while making the teacher’s voice louder and

clearer.

Support schoolwork
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